Making the DSSC Wearable

I have been wanting to learn about this photosensitive material in “dye” form since 2 years ago. After working with my laser dye
project, I was very inspired by chemical and nano material processes. To me, DSSC is a very good practice for beginner to
understand how nano material process works in DIY level. The charm of this process is also from one of its component which
is extracted from nature fruit such as black berry, Prunus with rich anthocyanin.
I have checked that Maurin Donneaud once tried to make a solar textile with the same DIY DSSC idea without success in the
French summer camp, that’s also the other reason why I want to pick this challenge. I have failed to do the same process on
conductive copper fabric during the Taiwan camp in 2018 too. However the traditional ITO method (sandwich it with 2
conductive ITO glass) always work, therefore I decided to go for the safer way (make it with ITO glass) in this spring break
camp. Also I have seen people successfully make solar textile in industrial product level, that is also another motivation for me
to carry on this experiment.
I made two prototypes during the camp, one is made of conventional solar cell to test the idea firstly, and the second one was
made of DSSC. Unfortunately the second one didn’t work but the idea is delivered with the model.
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The MUBU package is free to download in Max/Msp, I was using the “vowel” example in MUBU-overview patch.
The idea of the experiment was to make a motion recognizer by 4 piece of photosensitive sensor, I use these flexible solar cell I found on Taobao to make
the first prototype. Each of these produces very stable 1.5V under the sun at the noon. I connected the cells to 4 analog inputs of an Arduino UNO, and
serial output the signals to a machine learning patch called MUBU in Max/Msp, the patch uses GMM (Gaussian Mixed Model) to categories continuously
analog waves. The first prototype was able to recognize my arm motions such as making circle, rotating from right to left, shaking, making “8” shape in
the air quite successfully under the sunlight. The thing is I think this method can only work under an environment with fixed lighting environment. I
purchased those solar cell here for around USD 14.3 each, it is kind of pricy.

Prototype 2: very roughly, to make a DSSC it takes 5 steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Making the anode
Making the cathode
Making the electrolyte in gel form
Assemble the 3 parts above with clamps
Measure it under sunlight with electrometer

1. Making the anode

Making the TiO2 paste

Bake it with alcohol lamp for around 10 mins

Baking the TiO2 anode: Ideally I bake my TiO2 Anode with alcohol lamp at home after I coated the
TiO2 on the ITO glass. The color should change from white to pink then back to white again, this
means the solvent inside the TiO2 particle is completed evaporated by the heat. This step is important
for the voltage generating eﬃciency of the cell.

warnning: I once dropped the
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cooling…

Soak the baked anode into blackberry juice over night, it will appear bluish in the morning.

For the baking stage I actually first use the oven in our house, it didn’t go very well. I set it up for 350 Cº, 2 hours, and then I put my Graphene
Cathode and TiO2 anode on a pot and put the whole pot in the oven. The result was not so good, because it didn’t make my TIO2 turn back to
white, so I left them in the oven for 2 more hours, still appear pink. I eventually use the alcohol lamp to bake it each by each, it turned white after 4
- 5 minutes. This is my first time to use home oven to do the baking.

2. Making the cathode
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I replaced the graphite part in conventional method to graphene ink which I purchased on Taobao to make my carbon layer on ITO as cathode.
Unforturanelty those cell I produced at the camp didn’t work properly, I realized it’s I brought the wrong graphene paste to the camp (type ii), I got
big resistance from this type (ii) therefore the cell didn’t work. I use to made good result at home with the type (i), it has very low resistance. This is
the result appears at home. I use the kapton tape for the coating, because it can give you good thickness of graphene and TiO2 layer, also it’s
heat resistive and waterproof.

I-SS15 (the one “should not” be used for this DSSC making, but somehow maybe useful for other purposes):
mailto:elaine@enerage.com.tw http://www.enerage.com/

3. Making electrolyte in gel form

I pre-made my electrolyte at home, I put 127mg of iodine (black balls) and 830mg of Potassium Iodide in white crystal in a white paper cup and
shake it up, then adding up 10ml of ethylene glycol to make the electrolyte in liquid form. I personally add it up few grams of gum Arabic powder to
make it in gel form, in order to make it diﬃcult to get dried in between the two ITO electrodes.

4. Assembling parts

After finish the 3 parts, simply sandwich the electrolyte gel with two electrodes.

5. Measure it!

I didn’t make the DSSC work because I didn’t brought the right chemical for the TiO2 paste making. These are
photos from home, the finish piece outputs voltage up to 0.4000~ Volts under sunlight or halogen lamp.

Making CCD by DSSC?
Inspired by the CCD component in digital camera, I want to make a image sensor similar to CCD by DIY DSSC and machine learning. I firstly have
to make the DSSC into matrix, and find a good micro lens on top of it. In theory if I can receive the matrix data in max as pixels, means I can apply
machine learning to it, therefore I am able to use it as a image sensor for object recognition.

Early concept
The first idea is to replace the photodiode with the DIY DSSC, but I soon realized it is too hard to make millions of photodiode as matrix in small
scale, therefore I simplified the idea to only use 4 photodiodes to make a simple motion recognizer.

The structure of CCD and the function of the lens

Micro lens array and shift register

Four DSSC photodiodes as motion recognizer
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In theory the ring can recognize diﬀerent movements just like how the first prototype does.
Unfortunately I didn’t bring the acetic acid and

Laser Dyed Garment

Laser Dye was my old project, this Jacket exhibited at the final presentation day was made by Yiyu Chen. The ink applied on the garment for
this exposuring is called cyanotype. I was using a improved version of it by Mike Ware, the whole instruction can be found here. The DIY laser
machine project the pattern onto the garment with coated photosensitive ink, the speed of the scanning dots defines the exposing level. I am
documenting the project on Hackday and Gitlab.

Swatch of laser dye: pre-made embroidery with laser dye afterwards

The final look after rinsing

The final piece on Audrey Briot at Wassaic
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